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Prez Saz….
Hello Everyone,
I hope you all had a wonderful Thanksgiving and that
everyone is doing reasonably well as we continue to
navigate the COVID-19 situation.
I wanted to quickly address some questions that I am
receiving with regards to the latest Covid guidelines
and restrictions for our area. In short at this time we
are not closing the field down. This is based on
information that I have referenced for San Mateo
county. I understand that other counties may have
different restrictions and or guidelines.

In general members are staying separated and abiding
by our current restrictions from my observations over
the past couple of months. If some feels differently
then please share with me or one of the club officers.
To be clear all members are expected to wear masks
while on PCC property at all times ( excluding flight
line operations or while in your own vehicles) as well
It has been a rough year for everyone, let's as continuing to practice social distancing of at least
keep the spirit up and enjoy the Holiday six feet.

Seasons. Merry Christmas and Happy New If at any time members are found not abiding by these
current rules then they will asked to leave the field.
Year!
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There have be a few times that I needed to remind
people about masks when coming back into the pits
but I am also unintentionally guilty of this myself
) usually when bringing my plane
(occasionally
back to the pits. Basically we all make mistakes from
time to time so please just do your best and don’t be
afraid to remind other members.
Currently the way I understand it is that outdoor
activities such as flying at PCC are still able to be
done, It’s the indoor activities that are currently shut
down. So until it is clearly stated otherwise by
official mandate I am ok with maintaining restricted
flight operations for the time being. Bottom line is
that this pandemic situation is not going away
anytime soon and we need to find workable solutions
vs just a blanket approach to shutting down the field.
Again the thing we all need to evaluate for ourselves
is if you feel that you are at a higher risk (for
whatever reason) then please stay home if you feel
that is best option for you but for others who still
want to fly within our current restrictions (providing
we don’t have a county mandate that prevent all
outdoor activities) then they should be able to do so
(if they continue to following the clubs social
distance guidelines).
If someone feels that I have missed something or has
any additional information that we should reasonably
consider then please share it but based on my
understanding of our current situation I do not feel
that closing the field again is necessary at this time.

Next Meeting……..

http://www.flypcc.org

Chetcuti Room
Millbrae Library
450 Poplar Avenue, Millbrae, Ca.

December 16, 2020 7:30 p.m.
PCC officers are looking into online
video conferencing possibilities.

Support Your Local Hobby Shop.

As always if you have any questions or suggestions
please feel free to reach out to me or one of the other
club Officers directly.
Thanks again for your continued understanding and
support. I hope to see you all at the field sometime
soon.

David Mosher
PCC. President

J&M Hobby House is OPEN.
Mask is REQUIRED in the store.
Support Your Local Hobby Shop!
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Safety Reminder
Slow Down on the Driveway

At PCC, we are still under the
COVID restrictions. PCC members
only, no guest and family members
are allowed at the field. Masks are
required
and
practice
social
distancing. Thank you for your
cooperation.

No Trash Service
Slow down when you coming and leaving the field.
You should not be able a dust trail behind you. When
the wind is blowing, you could create a dirt shower
for everyone in the pit!

PCC has no trash service, so please clean up
after yourselves, take all your trash home
with you. Keep the field clean and make a
pleasant experience for everyone, members
and visitors.
PCC Field operation hours is from Sun up to
Sun Down. If you can’t see the Sun (other
than Foggy/Smoky days), no flight operation
is allowed.
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New Lock on the Gate! Same combinations, until further notice! Make sure you do not leave the lock open
after you unlocked it and NEVER leave the combination shown!

The PCC field looks great. It took a team of unsung
members to keep it that way. Volunteer your time to
help out if you can.

At the meeting, David and David, a sight has not
been seen for a while!

Meeting at the Chetcuti Room in the past.
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From the Flying Field

Ladybug is urging Bob to hurry up! PC: Harold H.
Olivier with a rubber-powered Twin Pusher. PC:
John S.

Harold’s E-Flite Pitts S-1S, 33.5” span, PC: Burt R.

Dennis’s Hugh 300C helicopter, PC: Burt R.
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James R.(r), buddy-boxing with Dave, James is a
new member but his son Miles has been a PCC
member for a long time.

Dave S. on the ladder, stitching on the shade
material back together.
December 2020
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Swap Shop

Membership Badges

PCC field rules require that club members
wear their membership badges at the field.
Recently, some club members have been
observed not wearing their membership
badges. Wearing your membership badge is
important for several reasons. It lets others
know your name, that you are a current
member of the club. All club members must
wear their membership badges at the field,
and remember, NO BADGE, NO FLY.

Membership Renewal
Check your AMA card for the expiration dates. Not
all have the December 31 expiration date. The newer
AMA members have different dates. Make sure you
are current AMA members, or you can fly at PCC.
Same goes for your PCC membership. Both your
AMA and PCC memberships should be expired on
the same day; except if you have a lifetime AMA
membership.
AMA membership can be renewed on-line.
https://www.modelaircraft.org/membership/enroll
click on the left box "Renew A Membership" blue
box and follow the instruction. You might to registered first.

For Sale: YAK 54, 73” span. Assembled with
no equipment or engine.
Price: $350.00 Pick up in San Mateo.
Contact: Jacques Petrakis 650-400-4506
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everything I needed to complete this project without
spending a dime.

Input From Our Readers
Bringing the Tiger 2 Back to Life.
Jake Chichilitti
My Carl Goldberg Tiger 2 augured in last week. It
looked pretty bad, but I gathered up all the pieces I
could find and stuffed everything in a plastic garbage
bag.
I laid everything out on my shop floor and took
inventory of everything that was salvageable or what
went into the trash. Bill Van Asdlan gave me a
serviceable Tiger 2 wing a couple of years ago and I
have been saving it for just this occasion. I could
reuse the tail surfaces and with a good wing I only
had to build a new fuselage. One servo was stripped,
but I had a servo that would fit the tray. The engine,
fuel tank and landing gear were all usable after a
good cleaning. Most of original electronics were
used again.
The first step was to piece back the fuselage as best I
could to duplicate the side paying close attention to
the location of the firewall, wing saddle and
stabilizer. I followed the original fuselage outlines
fairly closely. I also had some formers that were
usable which gave me the correct width.
The first picture is of the remains on my shop
floor. Still covered with dirt.
The second picture is everything that looked like it
could be used again or used to make a new part, like
the landing gear mount and firewall.
The third picture is of the remains of the fuselage and
the drawing of the fuselage side along with the new
piece. The original fuselage was built with lite ply,
but I had plenty of balsa on hand so I used 1/8" balsa
for everything but the firewall, landing gear mount
and tail wheel mount. I used 1/32" plywood as a
doubler for the high stress sections from the firewall
back to the trailing edge of the wing.
The fourth picture show the mostly completed
fuselage with the original tail surfaces epoxied in
place. I left the bottom uncovered until I finished
hooking up the push rods.
The last picture is the completed model. I used
Brodak butyrate dope for the finish and I had
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I had a pair of wheel pants from an old model and
repainted them for the Tiger 2.
Thanks for Eric Kirby for helping me pick up the
pieces and giving me the trash bag. And thanks to
Bill's donation of a wing for making this rebuild
possible.
Thanks guys,
Jake
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Ta Da!

Nicely done, Jake!

Something you don’t see everyday! Mark is testing
out Mike’s electric bike.

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to PCC
members and beyond! See you next year! Remember
to come out for the 2021 New Year’s Day Fun Fly!
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